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Abstract: The LLC resonance half-bridge converter is one of the most popular DC-DC converters
and could easily inspire researchers to design a high-efficiency and high-power-density converter.
LLC resonance converters have diverse operation modes based on switching frequency and load
that cause designing and optimizing procedure to vary in different modes. In this paper, different
operation modes of the LLC half-bridge converter that investigate different optimization procedures
are introduced. The results of applying some usual optimization methods implies that for each
operation mode some specific methods are more appropriate to achieve high efficiency. To verify
the results of each optimization, numerous simulations are done by Pspice and MATLAB and
the efficiencies are calculated to compare them. Finally, to verify the result of optimization, the
experimental results of a laboratory prototype are provided.

Keywords: resonant converter; half-bridge converter; optimization; Lagrangian method; LSQ; Monte
Carlo optimization

1. Introduction

The LLC resonant half-bridge converter is used widely in different industries and applications
due to some important features such as high-power density, high efficiency, and cost effectiveness [1,2].
Zero voltage switching (ZVS) at turn-on and low turn-off current of MOSFETs in this converter makes
the switching loss negligible, so switching frequency can be increased to produce a lightweight power
supply for portable appliances [3].

One of the most popular methods for designing LLC resonant half-bridge converters is the
first harmonic approximation (FHA) [4,5]. Though the FHA design procedure only considers the
fundamental frequency harmonic and is not an accurate method to design an LLC resonant converter,
the result in resonant frequency and above resonant frequency is acceptable [6]. Generally, the results
of the FHA technique are considered as initial values for other optimization methods that need a
starting point.

By increasing the popularity of LLC resonant converters in recent years, high-efficiency and
optimum design have become more interesting for researchers. Different mathematical optimizations
are applied to solve constrained or unconstrained non-linear programs with the aid of a computer.
Most papers concentrate on optimizing a specific component. A study to optimize the performance of
planar transformers by means of finite element analysis (FEA) is carried out in [7]. In [8] a framework
for power system optimization with consideration of reliability and thermal and packaging limitation
is proposed. There are other papers focusing on optimizing different aspects of converters, such
as heat-sink design procedure [9], gate-drive circuitry [10] and the lowest possible inductance [11].
Generally, one of the common problems that apply to optimization procedures in the aforementioned
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papers is that of time-consumption, because these approaches are based on an iterative procedure
involving the trial of a wide range of parameters.

A comprehensive study to achieve high conversion efficiency for LLC series resonant converters
with the development of numerical computational techniques by using non-linear programming to
solve the steady-state equations of converter is done in [12]. In the aforementioned paper, a mode
solver by using numerical procedure is proposed to predict LLC resonant behavior at different modes.
However, there are some other methods that have different approaches to find the optimum results;
optimal design based on peak gain placement is presented in [13]. This method maximizes efficiency
while satisfying the gain requirement for the specified input voltage range, and by following this
approach the converter can minimize the conduction loss.

All applied proposed procedures to optimize the resonant converter efficiency involve different
operation modes; however, in discontinuous conduction mode (DCM), solving the LLC operation mode
equations involves transcendental equations, which makes it difficult to induce an explicit expression
of DC characteristics. Meanwhile continuous conduction mode (CCM) operation has a closed-form
solution. Therefore, in this paper, different optimization procedures are applied to different operation
modes to understand which method is most appropriate for different modes for achieving high
efficiency. The applied optimizer procedures in this paper are Augmented LAGrangian (ALAG) penalty
function technique, Least Squares Quadratic (LSQ), modified LSQ, and Monte Carlo optimization.

In this paper, after discussing different operation modes of LLC resonant converters, in Section 3 a
design procedure by FHA technique is investigated to determine the initial values for other optimizers.
In Section 4, the operational procedures of optimization methods are elaborated, and power-loss
equations for the components of LLC resonant converters are discussed in Section 5. The simulation
results are studied in Section 6 show which optimization methods lead to achieving high efficiency in
LLC resonant converter. Finally, the experimental results of a real prototype are provided in Section 7
to verify the optimization methods and obtain maximum efficiency.

2. Operating Different Modes of LLC Resonant Converters

The LLC resonant half-bridge converter topology is shown in Figure 1. In this topology there are
three reactive elements at the resonant tank, including two inductors and one capacitor. Consequently,
there are two resonant frequencies in this converter fr1 and fr2:

fr1 =
1

2π
√

LrCr
, (1)

fr2 =
1

2π
√
(Lr + Lm) Cr

, (2)

where Lr, Lm, and Cr are resonant inductor, magnetizing inductor, and resonant capacitor, respectively,
and fr1 usually considers as resonant frequency (fr). Depending on the switching frequency and load,
the converter operates in different modes. Although all the operation modes cannot be practical in this
converter due to MOSFET failure in capacitive mode [14], as a general classification it is possible to
illustrate the diverse operation modes as shown in Figure 2, where fsw is the switching frequency, and
Rcrit is a critical value that determine the input impedance of resonant tank (Zin(jω)) is inductive (RL >
Rcrit) or capacitive (RL < Rcrit), Rcrit can be stated as Rcrit =

√
Zo1.Zo2, where Zo1 and Zo2 are resonant

tank impedances with the source input short-circuited and open-circuited, respectively [15].
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3. LLC Resonant Half-Bridge Converter Design Procedure by FHA Technique 

Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuit of an LLC resonant half-bridge converter at the half period 
in the continuous conduction mode above resonant frequency (CCMA) operation. This operation 
mode, as a popular mode in LLC resonant converters, can provide ZVS conditions for MOSFETs of 
the half-bridge converter; thus, the design procedure considers ZVS constraints. By considering the 
equivalent circuit voltage gain, the following equation can be obtained: 
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where λ = Lr/Lm is the inductance ratio, fn = fsw/fr is the normalized frequency, Qs = Zs/Req is the quality 

factor, =s r rZ L C  is the characteristic impedance, = π2 2 28eq o oR n V P is the effective resistive 

load that is transferred to the primary side of transformer, where n is the turn ratio of transformer, Vo 
is the output voltage, and Po is output power. Although Vs is a square wave, in this calculation only 
the first harmonic of its Fourier is considered. 

Operation Modes

f < f DCM1

f f < f R R DCMAB2: at medium-
light load

DCMB3: at heavy load

R R CCMB4

f f
CCMA5: at heavy load

DCMA6: at medium 
load

DCMAB7: at light load

Figure 1. LLC resonant half-bridge converter.
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3. LLC Resonant Half-Bridge Converter Design Procedure by FHA Technique

Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuit of an LLC resonant half-bridge converter at the half period
in the continuous conduction mode above resonant frequency (CCMA) operation. This operation
mode, as a popular mode in LLC resonant converters, can provide ZVS conditions for MOSFETs of
the half-bridge converter; thus, the design procedure considers ZVS constraints. By considering the
equivalent circuit voltage gain, the following equation can be obtained:

M =
Vo

Vs
=

1
(1 + λ− λ

fn
) + jQs( fn − 1

fn
)

, (3)

where λ = Lr/Lm is the inductance ratio, fn = fsw/fr is the normalized frequency, Qs = Zs/Req is the quality
factor, Zs =

√
Lr/Cr is the characteristic impedance, Req = 8 n2V2

o /π2Po is the effective resistive load
that is transferred to the primary side of transformer, where n is the turn ratio of transformer, Vo is the
output voltage, and Po is output power. Although Vs is a square wave, in this calculation only the first
harmonic of its Fourier is considered.
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Table 1 shows the procedure of the LLC resonant half-bridge converter design. Step 1 determines
the turn ratio of the transformer by considering the nominal input voltage. Minimum and maximum
voltage gain can be calculated by using Equation (3) in step 2. Steps 3 and 4 calculate the maximum
normalized frequency and effective load resistance transfer to the primary side of the transformer,
respectively. Also, by considering Equation (3), inductance ratio can be obtained; step 5 shows
this value.

Table 1. Procedure of LLC resonant half-bridge converter design [14].

Steps Comments Equations

Step 1 Calculating transformer turn ratio n = 1
2

Vdc.nom
Vout

Step 2 Calculating max. & min. voltage gain Mmax = 2n Vout
Vdc.min

, Mmin = 2n Vout
Vdc.max

Step 3 Calculating max. normalize frequency fn.max =
fmax

fr

Step 4 Calculating effective load resistance transfer to
the primary side of transformer Req = 8

π2 n2 V2
o

Po

Step 5 Calculating inductance ratio λ = 1−Mmin
Mmin

f 2
n.max

f 2
n.max−1

Step 6 Calculating the max Q to work at ZVS region at
min. input voltage and full-load condition

Qmax = λ
Mmax

√
1
λ + M2

max
M2

max−1

QZVS.1 = 0.95×Qmax

Step 7 Calculating the max. Q to work at ZVS region
at no load condition and max. input voltage

QZVS.2 = 2
π

λ.fn.max
(λ+1).f2

n.max−λ
TD

ReqCZVS

Step 8 Selecting max. Q for ZVS in the whole
operation range QZVS ≤ min{QZVS.1, QZVS.2}

Step 9 Calculating the min. operation frequency at full
load and min. input voltage

fmin = fr

√√√√ 1
1+ 1

λ (1−
1

M
1+(

QZVS
Qmax

)
4

max

Step 10 Calculating the value of resonant tank’s
component

Zo = QZVS.Req, Cr =
1

2π.frZo
, Lr =

Zo
2π.fr

, Lm = Lr
λ

Steps 6, 7, and 8 guarantee the ZVS constraints of primary MOSFETs at whole range load
variations, where CZVS = 2COSS+Cstray (COSS and Cstray are, respectively, the effective drain-source
capacitance of the power MOSFETs and the total stray capacitance present across the resonant tank
impedance at node HB). The converter could work properly at Vdc.min and minimum frequency, and
at Vdc.max and maximum frequency. To find a minimum operating frequency in the ZVS operation
mode, the converter should be analyzed in full-load and minimum input voltage conditions. Step 9
represents an approximate equation to find a minimum frequency [14]. Finally, in step 10, reactive
elements of the resonant tank are calculated.

4. Introducing Optimization Methods

To achieve a high-efficiency converter, it is essential to consider a proper optimizer to determine
the best values for different components of the converter. Generally, to achieve a high-efficiency
converter, an optimization process tries to reduce the losses. Since the LLC resonant converter has
non-linear behavior mostly in different modes, closed-form solutions are impossible to apply for
solving equations. In this work, four usual optimization methods that can deal with non-linear
equations are presented. The main aim of this paper is to determine proper optimization for each
operation mode of the LLC resonant converter.
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4.1. The Lagrangian Method

The Lagrangian method is one the most common mathematical solutions to find the extreme
values of a function [16–18]. However, in our problem, of optimizing the efficiency by reducing the
losses, the Lagrangian method tries to find a minimum feasible value by solving the optimization
problem with linear and non-linear constraints. A complete optimization problem solved by the
Lagrangian method can be defined as:

min f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) = min f (x), (4)

subject to



gi(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = 0 i = 1, 2, . . . , k
hj(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ≤ 0 j = 1, 2, . . . , m
Aeq(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = beq

A(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ≤ b
lb ≤ xn ≤ ub

To solve this optimization problem by the Lagrangian method, the Lagrangian is defined as:

L(x, λi, µj) = f (x) +
k

∑
i=1

λigi +
m

∑
j=1

µjhj, (5)

Finally, the optimization problem can be defined as:

min L(x, λi, µj), (6)

In general, the Lagrangian is the sum of the original objective function and a term that involves
the functional constraint and Lagrange multipliers such as λi and µj. In Equation (4), gi is equality
constraints, hi is non-linear inequality constraints, m is the total number of non-linear constraints, k is
the number of non-linear inequality constraints, Aeq and beq are linear equalities, A and b are linear
inequalities, lb is the lower boundary and ub is the upper boundary of variable x. In addition, f(x1,x2,
. . . ,xn) is the sum of loss equations of all components in the LLC resonant converter. Therefore, finding
the accurate loss model for each component is very important in the final result of the optimization.

4.2. Least Squares Quadratic (LSQ) Optimization

The LSQ problem is based on iteratively calculating to meet some specific goals by adjusting
different parameters [19]. The LSQ problem tries to minimize the total error:

min E =

√
n

∑
i=1

ei, (7)

where E is the total error and ei is the error of each parameter determined in the goal function.
Therefore, in the LSQ method, the measurement goal is regularly compared with the goal to minimize
the difference between these two values. Initial values play an important role in the LSQ optimizer. If
the initial value will be close to a local minimum, it may not be an optimal solution. To find the global
minimum solution, it may require extending the search space of starting points.

4.3. Modified LSQ Optimization

Modified LSQ is generally similar to the LSQ optimization [20]. However, it runs faster than LSQ
for the sake of reducing the number of incremental adjustments into the goal. This optimizer can
consider both constrained and unconstrained minimization problems. To implement the optimization
procedure, two general algorithms are supposed to apply: least squares and minimization. Modified
LSQ uses least squares algorithm when optimizing for more than one goal, then tries to reduce the
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sum of the squares to zero. By increasing goals, it will be more complicated for the optimizer to reduce
the sum of the squares to zero.

4.4. Monte Carlo Optimization

Monte Carlo optimization is one of the stochastic optimization methods that generates and
uses random variables [21,22]. This optimization method relies on iteration as well as LSQ and
modified LSQ. However, by using random values in the Monte Carlo method to solve the problem, the
probability of getting stuck in an unacceptable local minimum is reduced. In this method, the initial
values for the variables are not essential, but a domain of possible inputs need to be defined. Thus, a
sample of a probability distribution for each variable produces numerous possible outputs. Generally,
the Monte Carlo method follows the following steps:

1. Determine the statistical properties of possible inputs;
2. Generate many sets of possible inputs which follows the above properties;
3. Perform a deterministic calculation with these sets; and
4. Analyze statistically the results.

5. Power-Loss Calculation

Table 2 shows power-loss equations of each component using an LLC resonant converter. Since
the switches usually turn on under ZVS condition, switching losses at turn-on can be neglected.
In [12,23] the power-loss equations are elaborated specifically. The voltage and current of LLC resonant
converters in different operation modes are presented in [12]; these voltage and currents are essential
for loss calculation.

Table 2. Power-loss equations of LLC resonant half-bridge converter [12,23].

Components Loss Characteristic Power-Loss Equations

Half-Bridge
MOSFETs

Conductive Loss Pcon = Rds.I2
sw(rms)

Switching Loss At turn-on 0

At turn-off Psw_OFF =
(IR0.Tf )

2

12.CHB
. fsw

Driving Gate Loss At turn-on Pg_ON = 1
2 . V2

GS
VGS−VM

[
Qg − (Qgs + Qgd)

]
. fsw

At turn-off Pg_OFF = 1
2.(VGS−VM)

[
(V2

GS + V2
M)(Qg −Qgd)−VGS(VGS + VM)Qgs

]
. fsw

Transformer
Copper Loss Pcu_Trans = RAC.I2

RMS
Core Loss Pcore = Ve.k. f αcore

s .∆Bβcore
m

Secondary rectifier
diodes

Conductive Loss of Vf PVf = Vf .Idc. sec
Conductive Loss of rf Pr f = r f .I2

dc. sec

Capacitors Loss
Input capacitance

Pc = RESR.I2
RMSOutput capacitance

Resonant capacitance

To calculate the conductive loss of switches, Rds represents the drain-source on-state resistance,
and Isw(rms) is the RMS value of switch current. Also, IR0 is the current of resonant tank at half period,
which can be stated as:

IR0 = iLr (
Tsw

2
), (8)

Moreover, CHB is considered to be a capacitor at node HB that involves the sum of COSS of
MOSFETs and stray capacitance. Tf is the time that the current of each switch takes to become zero. To
calculate the driving gate losses, Qg, Qgs, and Qgd indicate total gate charge, gate-source charge, and
gate-drain charge of the switch, respectively. Also, VGS is the voltage level of the driving signal, and
VM is a plateau voltage value that lets MOSFET carry the specified current.

Furthermore, to compute the copper loss of transformer, AC resistance of wire (RAC) and the
RMS values of the primary and secondary side of the transformer (IRMS) are necessary. The volume of
transformer core (Ve), transformer flux density (Bm), and k, αcore, βcore that are Steinmetz coefficients,
are essential for core loss calculation as well. Rectifier diodes losses comprise conduction losses
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associated with forward voltage (Vf) and dynamic resistance (rf). Finally, capacitor loss is calculated by
considering the equivalent series resistance (RESR) and the RMS value of each capacitor current.

6. Simulation Results

The introduced optimization methods apply to different operation modes of the LLC resonant
converter to obtaining a high-efficiency converter. In this paper, to perform the optimization
procedures, different optimization engines in Pspice and solvers in MATLAB are employed. The
solvers such as “fsolve” to solve the non-linear equation problem, and “fmincon” to find the minimum
constrained non-linear multivariable function are used as the Lagrangian optimization method. In
addition, the LSQ, modified LSQ and Monte Carlo optimizer engines in Pspice are used to employ an
optimize LLC resonant converter.

To compare the results of different optimization methods, the same conditions such as input
and output voltage, load condition, design variables, and initial values for optimizers are provided.
Consequently, design variables will be computed by applying different optimization methods, and
power loss of components are calculated to find out the minimum power loss.

The optimization procedures consider the switching frequency, resonant inductance, magnetizing
inductance of transformer, resonant capacitance, and turn ratio of the transformer as design variables
to find the optimum values. The following vector shows these design variables:

x = [ fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n], (9)

Moreover, the lower and upper boundary of each variable is defined in Table 3 to obtain the
possible components’ values. Finally, to find the optimum values for design variables, the objective
function Ploss(x), i.e., the sum of the power-loss equation of each component, is minimized by
considering the defined constraints:

min Ploss(x) , (10)

Table 3. Load condition, constraints and switching frequency range.

Variables Lower
Boundary

Upper
Boundary

Operation
Mode

Load Condition
Vout (V)&Iout(A)

Switching Frequency

Lr 30 µH 250 µH DCMB Vout = 18, Iout = 8.44 69 kHz < fsw < 410 kHz
Lm 30 µH 800 µH DCMAB Vout = 60, Iout = 2.53 69 kHz < fsw < 410 kHz
Cr 5 nF 100 nF CCMA Vout = 20, Iout = 7.6 31 kHz < fsw < 410 kHz
n 1 turn 25 turns DCMA Vout = 40, Iout = 3.8 31 kHz < fsw < 410 kHz

To solve the problem with the Lagrangian method, the “fmincon(x)” solver of the MATLAB
optimization toolbox is employed. The “fmincon(x)” tries to find a constrained minimum of a function
of several variables at an initial estimate. The starting points are very important for the solver to
converge the problem, and to find the feasible points.

The optimization procedure is shown in Figure 4. Based on the input/output specifications, the
start points are calculated by the step-by-step design procedure in Table 1. Then, variables with lower
and upper boundaries are determined. After applying the constraints to the solver, the optimization
procedure starts. Therefore, efficiency can be calculated easily by knowing the output power of the
converter and power losses by [(output power)/(output power + power losses)].
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Table 3 shows the load conditions and constraints of variables and the switching frequency range
for four different operation modes. In addition, Table 4 shows the list of the components with their
manufacturer information to calculate their losses.

Table 4. List of components.

Components Model Description

MOSFET IRFP460 VDS = 500V , ID = 20A

Transformer EE3314 PC40 Primary: 30× 0.1 mm
Secondary: 60× 0.1 mm

Resonant inductor EE28/11 PC40 30× 0.1 mm

Rectifier diode BYV42E
Dual center tap ultrafast rectifier

VRRM = 100 V
IF(AV) = 2× 15A

Resonant Capacitor 10− 45 nF, 1000 V MKP film cap
Output capacitor 4.7 µF MKT film cap

Tables 5–8 show the power loss of each component, and the efficiency is calculated regarding
optimum values of variables obtained by the different optimization procedures.
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Table 5. Losses Profile of LLC resonant converter by Lagrangian optimization method.

Optimum Values:
x=[fsw(kHz), Lr(µH), Lm(µH), Cr(nF), n]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[80, 150, 420, 22, 9]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[90, 140, 380, 18, 2.2]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[115, 130, 330, 15, 7.5]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[145, 95, 480, 15, 4]

Mode DCMB DCMAB CCMA DCMA

Components Power Losses (W) (W) (W) (W)

Transformer
core 1.186 1.186 1.186 1.186

copper 0.257 0.202 0.142 0.222

Resonant inductor
core 0.481 0.481 0.481 0.481

copper 0.212 0.111 0.091 0.119

MOSFETs
Conduction 0.901 0.775 0.325 0.712
Gate driving 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019

Switching 0.081 0.078 0.028 0.029

Rectifier diodes
Conductive loss of VF 2.603 1.967 1.568 1.771
Conductive loss of rF 0.974 0.804 0.394 0.741

Capacitors Resonant capacitor 0.161 0.098 0.078 0.092
Output capacitor 0.188 0.181 0.171 0.177

Total losses 7.063 5.902 4.483 5.549
Efficiency 95.55% 96.26% 97.07% 96.47%
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Table 6. Losses Profile of LLC resonant converter by LSQ optimization method.

Optimum Values:
x=[fsw(kHz), Lr(µH), Lm(µH), Cr(nF), n]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[67, 166, 470, 25, 8.5]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[86, 140, 380, 18, 2.5]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[150, 115, 380, 10, 8]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[140, 100, 350, 19, 5.5]

Mode DCMB DCMAB CCMA DCMA

Components Power Losses (W) (W) (W) (W)

Transformer
core 2.328 1.996 1.222 1.387

copper 1.692 0.952 0.119 0.228

Resonant inductor
core 1.643 1.911 0.496 0.499

copper 0.792 0.500 0.091 0.189

MOSFETs
Conduction 1.331 0.909 0.423 0.924
Gate driving 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019

Switching 0.361 0.260 0.081 0.101

Rectifier diodes
Conductive loss of VF 2.192 2.249 1.393 1.598
Conductive loss of rF 1.674 1.423 0.592 0.795

Capacitors Resonant capacitor 0.366 0.279 0.192 0.310
Output capacitor 0.261 0.181 0.110 0.293

Total losses 12.659 10.679 4.738 6.343
Efficiency 92.31% 93.43% 96.97% 95.99%
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Table 7. Losses Profile of LLC resonant converter by modified LSQ optimization method.

Optimum Values:
x=[fsw(kHz), Lr(µH), Lm(µH), Cr(nF), n]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[70, 177, 455, 22, 9.5]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[90, 155, 360, 15, 2.6]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[135, 110, 370, 13, 8.8]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[130, 120, 360, 15, 5.2]

Mode DCMB DCMAB CCMA DCMA

Components Power Losses (W) (W) (W) (W)

Transformer
core 2.088 1.994 1.310 1.224

copper 1.698 0.993 0.121 0.278

Resonant inductor
core 1.697 0.998 0.424 0.437

copper 1.239 0.797 0.298 0.211

MOSFETs
Conduction 1.179 0.990 0.411 0.632
Gate driving 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019

Switching 0.372 0.299 0.072 0.195

Rectifier diodes
Conductive loss of VF 2.810 2.657 1.287 1.398
Conductive loss of rF 1.762 1.480 0.614 0.889

Capacitors Resonant capacitor 0.398 0.298 0.162 0.292
Output capacitor 0.297 0.254 0.103 0.203

Total losses 13.559 10.779 4.821 5.778
Efficiency 91.76% 93.37% 96.92% 96.33%
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Table 8. Losses Profile of LLC resonant converter by Monte Carlo optimization method.

Optimum Values:
x=[fsw(kHz), Lr(µH), Lm(µH), Cr(nF), n]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[75, 155, 420, 22, 9]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[85, 145, 380, 18, 2.8]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[120, 130, 330, 15, 8.5]

[fsw, Lr, Lm, Cr, n]
[135, 85, 390, 18, 4]

Mode DCMB DCMAB CCMA DCMA

Components Power Losses (W) (W) (W) (W)

Transformer
core 1.691 1.212 1.090 1.328

copper 0.397 0.183 0.122 0.298

Resonant inductor
core 0.599 0.410 0.599 0.582

copper 0.329 0.143 0.102 0.169

MOSFETs
Conduction 0.892 0.693 0.391 0.690
Gate driving 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019

Switching 0.096 0.067 0.027 0.030

Rectifier diodes
Conductive loss of VF 2.174 1.779 1.633 1.907
Conductive loss of rF 0.899 0.785 0.654 1.008

Capacitors Resonant capacitor 0.178 0.100 0.085 0.109
Output capacitor 0.208 0.191 0.191 0.218

Total losses 7.482 5.582 4.913 6.358
Efficiency 95.30% 96.45% 96.86% 95.98%
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The efficiency is calculated by the following:

η =
Pout

Pout + Ploss
, (11)

As can be observed from simulation calculations in Tables 5–8, optimization by the Lagrangian
method led to more possible efficiency in all different operation modes. However, this method is
very time-consuming due to do many mathematical calculations in comparison with other optimizers.
Moreover, the results of the LSQ and modified LSQ are quite similar, though for switching frequencies
below the resonant frequency the LSQ optimizer is slightly more efficient than modified LSQ. On the
other hand, by comparing the optimum results of Monte Carlo and LSQ, it can be seen that for the
operating frequency below resonant frequency the optimum values of variables result in obtaining
more efficiency by Monte Carlo optimization procedure, although for upper frequencies, from resonant
frequency, the results of LSQ are more valuable.

To compare the efficiencies for different load ranges, Figures 5–8 are provided for each operation
mode based on the optimum values which are calculated by different optimizers. The figures show
that although efficiency decreased by reducing the load, the LLC resonant converter is suitable for
high-efficiency power supply in a wide load range.
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7. Experimental Results

A laboratory prototype of the LLC resonant converter is implemented to calculate the efficiency in
different operation modes by the optimum values which are obtained by applying different optimizers.
Figure 6 shows the implemented prototype and Figure 7 demonstrates the input and output voltage
and current for CCMA operation mode. The efficiency for each operation mode is calculated by
[average (output voltage × output current)] / [input voltage × average (input current)].
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Figure 8 demonstrates the maximum measured efficiency which is possible based on the
optimization results; therefore, for all optimization procedures the converter is designed for CCMA.
The slight difference between practical result and simulation result refers to unconsidered power loss
in the simulation such as printed circuit board (PCB) loss.

8. Conclusions

This paper presents different optimization methods to obtain a highly efficient LLC resonant
half-bridge converter. Due to the operating frequency of converter and load condition, the LLC
resonant converter can operate in different modes. In this paper, four common optimization methods
are applied to the LLC resonant converter in different modes to determine the optimum values
for resonant tank components and switching frequency. The results verified that the Lagrangian
method is appropriate for all operation modes in LLC resonant converters, although more complicated
mathematical calculation is required. However, the results for LSQ and modified LSQ are validated
for operating frequency higher than resonant frequency; for below resonant frequency, Monte Carlo
led to a more-efficient converter.
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